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Introduction

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality. Despite decades of research, clinicians still have limited tools at their disposal to prevent disease progression. As such, many patients will progress to kidney failure, a condition that is associated with reduced quality of life, frequent and prolonged hospitalizations, and an increased risk of death (1, 2). Kidney transplantation can restore renal function and, thus, reduce mortality, improve quality of life, and reduce health care costs (3–5). However, a dramatic shortage of donor kidneys has meant that patients are often waiting years to receive a kidney (1, 2, 6). With such a long wait, many patients become too ill to be transplanted or will even die on the wait list (7). To remedy this, kidneys from sicker donors are now frequently used, despite the fact that some of these kidneys are already damaged and will have a shorter life span (8, 9).

Roughly 10% of the world’s population has chronic kidney disease (CKD). In its advanced stages, CKD greatly increases the risk of hospitalization and death. Although kidney transplantation has revolutionized the care of advanced CKD, clinicians have limited ways of assessing donor kidney quality. Thus, optimal donor kidney–recipient matching cannot be performed, meaning that some patients receive damaged kidneys that function poorly. Fibrosis is a form of chronic damage often present in donor kidneys, and it is an important predictor of future renal function. Currently, no safe, easy-to-perform technique exists that accurately quantifies renal fibrosis. We describe a potentially novel photoacoustic (PA) imaging technique that directly images collagen, the principal component of fibrotic tissue. PA imaging noninvasively quantifies whole kidney fibrotic burden in mice, and cortical fibrosis in pig and human kidneys, with outstanding accuracy and speed. Remarkably, 3-dimensional PA imaging exhibited sufficiently high resolution to capture intrarenal variations in collagen content. We further show that PA imaging can be performed in a setting that mimics human kidney transplantation, suggesting the potential for rapid clinical translation. Taken together, our data suggest that PA collagen imaging is a major advance in fibrosis quantification that could have widespread preclinical and clinical impact.
Not surprisingly, fibrosis is a powerful predictor of long-term kidney outcomes in transplantation and virtually all kidney diseases (10, 11), and it is an important disease process being actively targeted by experimental therapies (14).

Currently, the only available method for assessing renal fibrosis is histologic analysis, which requires invasive tissue sampling. In preclinical rodent models, this analysis can only be accomplished after sacrifice, whereas in humans, a needle biopsy of the kidney is required. Unfortunately, biopsies are limited by their small sampling size (<1% of 1 kidney) and by significant bleeding risks induced by the biopsy procedure (15, 16). In the setting of kidney transplantation, these limitations mean that a biopsy is either not performed or, even if it is, quantification of fibrosis may not be reflective of overall renal scar burden (17). Thus, clinicians must currently rely on noninvasive surrogate measures of chronic kidney damage that, while somewhat informative, are limited in utility. As such, physicians must ultimately make decisions regarding the acceptance of a kidney and matching to a recipient based on incomplete and possibly incorrect information.

Imaging techniques have revolutionized our ability to noninvasively examine tissues. Unfortunately, no standard technology (conventional ultrasound, CT, or MRI) can reliably quantify renal fibrosis (18). The use of fibrosis-targeted contrast agents to augment standard imaging technologies has recently been described, but currently, their use has been limited by the toxicity and pharmacokinetics of these agents (19). Recently, however, the combination of ultrasound (“acoustic”) with laser technology (“photo”) has enabled contrast-free imaging of specific tissue components by taking advantage of their unique light absorption properties (20–22). Photoacoustics (PA) relies on the generation of acoustic signals from the thermoelastic expansion of tissues in response to noninvasive laser irradiation with light of particular wavelengths. Endogenous molecules such as melanin, hemoglobin, bilirubin, and lipids have unique light-absorption spectra, enabling high-resolution imaging of their spatial distribution by tuning the wavelength of laser illumination (23–25).

Here, we describe the first report to our knowledge of PA imaging of collagen in kidney tissue. Using ex vivo collagen phantom gels, as well as kidneys from mice, pigs, and humans, we show that PA collagen imaging demonstrates an ability to quantify both overall fibrotic burden and intrarenal variations in collagen content, when compared with gold standard invasive measures. Importantly, we show that PA collagen imaging can be easily and accurately performed on ex vivo human kidneys in a setting that mimics intraoperative kidney transplantation, illustrating the clinical translational potential of this imaging modality. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a rapid, easy-to-perform, high-resolution, noninvasive imaging technique that can accurately quantify renal fibrotic burden.

**Results**

**Development of a spectral unmixing algorithm to quantify collagen content using PA imaging.** Kidneys, like all biological tissues, are composed of a complex mixture of molecules. Each molecule has its own light absorption properties and, thus, can act as a chromophore when illuminated by light of specific wavelengths (26) (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.136995DS1). Light absorption results in thermoelastic expansion, such that a brief illumination pulse can lead to an expansion-contraction sequence that generates an acoustic wave that can be detected by an ultrasound transducer (Figure 1A). Thus, if a molecule is present in sufficient concentration, this pattern of light absorption can be used as a “molecular fingerprint” to estimate its amount and distribution within tissue using PA imaging (20).

Given the prevalence of type I collagen in kidney tissue and its overproduction in fibrotic kidneys (27), we decided to explore whether its concentration could be quantified using PA imaging. To develop and validate our technique, we first performed PA imaging of collagen phantom gels composed of porcine skin–derived gelatin (the major constituent of which is type I collagen). As blood is also a major component of renal tissue, and hemoglobin is a strong PA chromophore (28), we also mixed in varying amounts of porcine blood into the collagen phantoms. We scanned the blood-collagen phantom gels using a commercial PA system, illuminating the samples with light between 680 and 930 nm. Using the generated PA data, we developed a spectral unmixing algorithm to identify the optimal wavelengths (680, 725, and 755 nm) that could best distinguish PA signals derived from excitation of hemoglobin versus that of collagen (Supplemental Methods and Figure 1B). Applying this unmixing algorithm to the scanned gels, we found that our PA imaging technique demonstrated outstanding accuracy in quantifying both collagen and hemoglobin content across a wide range of values (Figure 2).
PA imaging can accurately detect murine kidney fibrosis. Having demonstrated the potential of PA imaging as a noninvasive tool to quantify collagen content in simple blood-collagen gels, we next examined whether our PA technique would maintain its imaging accuracy in a more complex and heterogeneous structure, such as the kidney. For these experiments, 2-dimensional (2D) PA imaging of whole mouse kidney (Figure 3A) was performed at various time points following left-sided unilateral ureteral obstruction (UUO). Following obstruction, the left kidney develops progressive and highly reproducible fibrosis over the course of 7–14 days (Figure 3B) (29). PA imaging was performed using a single 2D longitudinal cross-section through the longest part of each kidney. Compared with mice undergoing sham surgery, 2D PA imaging using light ranging from 680–930 nm demonstrated marked changes in generated PA signals in the fibrotic left kidney (Figure 3C). Total scanning time per kidney was less than 1.5 minutes. Application of our unmixing algorithm using the optimal wavelengths identified in our phantom experiments (680, 725, and 755 nm) demonstrated that PA detected significant increases in collagen content in the injured left kidney at 7 days after UUO, with further increases noted by 14 days after surgery (Figure 3, B and D). As expected, no increases in collagen content were detected in the healthy right kidney at any time point (Figure 3D). Gold standard histologic quantification of fibrillar collagen using Picrosirius red (PSR) staining at these same time points (Figures 3, B and E) closely mirrored our PA imaging findings. Similar findings were noted when other histologic stains for fibrosis were used (Supplemental Figure 2). Importantly, correlation analysis (Figure 3F) demonstrated striking agreement between our 2D PA imaging–based scores and gold standard histology measurements (Pearson $r = 0.89–1.00$, $P < 0.05$ comparing PA-based collagen scores versus either PSR or type I collagen IHC-based collagen measurements). Similarly, our 2D PA-derived mean collagen scores correlated strongly with α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) staining, a marker of activated fibroblasts (Figure 3F), as well as mRNA levels of various fibrosis-associated genes, including Col1a1, the gene encoding type I collagen (Supplemental Figure 3).
Three dimensional PA imaging can quantify intrakidney variations in collagen content. Scar deposition within the kidney is characteristically heterogeneous in distribution. This heterogeneity can impair accurate assessment of fibrotic burden when relying only on small tissue samples for histologic analysis (30). Moreover, in areas of severe fibrosis, little renal parenchyma may remain, making histologic identification and analysis of other processes besides fibrosis extremely difficult. Thus, development of a technique that not only assesses global fibrotic burden (as shown using our 2D imaging technique described above), but that also characterizes intrarenal variations in collagen content (to potentially guide the location of a biopsy to assess nonfibrotic processes), would be highly advantageous. To assess whether PA imaging has sufficient resolution to detect spatial heterogeneity in fibrosis content, we performed 3-dimensional (3D) imaging of the entire mouse kidney. 3D PA imaging was performed for all kidneys at intervals of 150 μm across the entire length of the organ (Figure 4A). Scanning was completed in less than 5 minutes per kidney. Fibrosis was measured histologically from predefined sections within the kidney (Figure 4A), with the resulting histologic values being directly compared with collagen scores derived from PA images taken at the precise locations of the histologically stained sections. Using this strategy, we observed significant PA-measured fluctuations in collagen content across the kidney that, importantly, was closely mirrored by gold standard histologic quantification acquired in 3 locations within the kidney (left, middle, and right; Figures 4, B and C).

3D PA imaging is equivalent to 2D PA imaging in quantifying whole kidney fibrotic burden. To test whether our 3D imaging technique provided additional accuracy in quantifying whole kidney fibrotic burden as compared with our single-slice 2D technique, we averaged collagen content from all the component 3D PA images from a given kidney to generate a mean PA–derived whole kidney fibrosis score. These PA fibrosis scores correlated well with histologic scar estimates of mean whole kidney fibrotic burden using several different stains (Figure 4D), but this relationship was not stronger than that derived from our single-slice 2D imaging technique (Figure 3F). Our results suggest that a single longitudinal 2D PA image through the mouse kidney is the most rapid way to accurately assess whole kidney fibrotic burden, while 3D PA offers the benefit of enhanced spatial resolution that enables quantification of intrarenal variations in collagen content.

PA is a viable technique for imaging renal collagen in a clinically relevant setting. Our initial studies examined ex vivo mouse kidneys (roughly 1.0 × 0.5 × 0.5 cm), which are much smaller than human kidneys (roughly 10 × 5 × 5 cm). PA imaging depends both on adequate light penetration into tissue (to excite a chromophore) and the temperature of the tissue during imaging (to ensure efficient light-induced thermoelastic expansion) (31). As human kidneys are generally located deep within the retroperitoneum, a site that is inaccessible to most current light delivery technologies (32), in vivo PA imaging of human kidneys has...
Figure 3. Photoacoustic (PA) imaging detects progressive kidney fibrosis in mice. (A) PA imaging setup and orientations for the UUO-induced mouse kidney fibrosis model, in which the left kidney develops fibrosis. Mouse illustration generated in Biorender (www.biorender.com). (B) Representative PA and Picrosirius red (PSR) histology images at various time points after UUO surgery. Scale bar: 5 mm (PA images) and 100 μm (PSR histology images). (C) Average PA amplitude spectra as a function of optical wavelength. Data represent mean ± SEM for n = 5 mice, n = 5 kidneys/side, and n = 5 measurements/kidney side. (D) PA-derived collagen scores as a function of time. For all mice undergoing UUO surgery, the right kidney is normal, while the left kidney is fibrotic. Data represent mean ± SD for n = 5 mice/kidney side. (E) PSR histology-derived collagen score as a function of time. Data represent mean ± SEM for n = 5 mice. For D and E, a 2-way ANOVA with time as an independent variable was used to assess for time-dependent changes in PA and histologic measures of fibrosis; *P < 0.05, relative to the right kidney. For D, the P values for the Sham, day 7, and day 14 comparisons are P = 0.3, P = 0.002, and P = 0.00001, respectively. For E, the right to left kidney comparison P values are P = 0.1, P = 0.00001, and P = 0.000001 for Sham, day 7, and day 14 measurements, respectively. (F) Pearson correlation analysis between PA and histology scores for 2D imaging (P = 0.007 for PSR, P = 0.007 for collagen I, P = 0.03 for α-SMA).
Figure 4. Three-dimensional photoacoustic (PA) imaging accurately measures intra- and interkidney variations in fibrotic burden in a mouse model of fibrosis. (A) PA imaging and histology orientations for mouse kidneys imaged in 3D. Transverse PA image cross-sections were acquired every 150 μm (blue lines not to scale), while Picrosirius red (PSR) staining was performed on tissue sections collected at 3 locations (orange lines), covering both poles and the middle of the kidney. Representative PA and PSR histology collagen maps are shown from multiple sections within a fibrotic kidney 14 days after unilateral ureteral obstruction surgery (L, left; M, middle; R, right). Scale bars: 5 mm (top) and 100 μm (bottom). (B) Intrakidney collagen variation for both PA-derived (left axis) and PSR-derived collagen measurements (right axis). PSR staining measurements were acquired at 3 locations, while PA images were acquired every 150 μm, across the entire length of the kidney. (C) The mean PSR-based fibrosis scores from each position within the kidney were correlated, with the corresponding mean 3D PA-based collagen scores calculated for each of those same positions ($P = 0.00001$ for PSR, $P = 0.0002$ for collagen I, and $P = 0.0008$ for α-SMA). (D) Pearson correlation analysis between mean 3D PA-based and PSR-based whole kidney fibrosis scores ($P = 0.001$ for PSR, $P = 0.002$ for collagen I, and $P = 0.02$ for α-SMA). Data represent mean ± SEM for $n = 5$ mice/time point, with $n = 3$ different PA and histological readings acquired for every mouse, at every time point.
generally been considered not feasible. During transplantation, however, kidneys are stored ex vivo on ice, often for several hours between their retrieval from the donor and implantation into the recipient. As fibrosis is an important predictor of transplant kidney outcomes that is currently inadequately assessed, we next explored whether PA imaging of the ex vivo transplant kidney might represent an ideal opportunity for a clinically impactful application of our PA technique.

As a first step, we examined whether collagen PA imaging could be performed at 4°C on pig kidneys, which are similar in size to human kidneys, to best mimic this clinical setting (Figure 5A). Figure 5B shows the ultrasound and corresponding PA images of pig kidneys imaged at 4°C and 37°C. Given the temperature sensitivity of PA signal generation (33), PA signal intensity was, as expected, reduced at 4°C. Importantly, however, the amplitude of the detected PA signal remained above noise level for nearly 6 mm below the kidney surface at both temperatures (Figure 5C). Thus, collagen PA imaging can be successfully performed to roughly 6 mm below the kidney surface even at 4°C, the temperature at which human transplant kidneys are stored while awaiting implantation into a recipient (Figure 5, C and D). Importantly, this imaging depth allowed sampling of the majority of the kidney cortex, which — in a healthy kidney — extends to a mean of 8 mm below the kidney surface (with more damaged kidneys having thinner cortices) (34). Since the PA probe can be scanned across the entire kidney surface, our technique can, thus, image roughly 75% of the entire renal cortex in a clinically relevant setting that closely mimics human kidney transplantation.

To further assess the translational potential of our PA imaging technique, we next examined whether PA imaging of human kidneys could generate similar results as our proof-of-principle mouse studies. Using a nontransplantable whole human kidney retrieved using the same protocol as that used for actual kidney transplantation, we performed PA imaging at 4°C to mimic an ex vivo donor kidney awaiting implantation (Figure 6A). Scanning over the entire kidney surface (Figure 6B) enabled us to image the bulk of the renal cortex. Figure 6, C and D, shows the PA quantification results obtained from imaging both the top and bottom of the whole human kidney, respectively. Much like the mouse kidneys shown in Figure 4B, we noted significant variation in PA-derived collagen scores as we scanned across the human kidney. Remarkably, PA-measured spatial fluctuations in collagen closely mirrored changes noted following histologic quantification of PSR-stained serial slices through the kidney (Figure 6E, Pearson r = 0.97, P < 0.05). The ability of PA to quantify collagen heterogeneity within human kidneys was also tested in 5 separate radical nephrectomy specimens (Figure 6F), that — like in the whole human kidney — closely correlated with variations in histologically determined collagen measurements (Figure 6G). Direct comparison of PA collagen scores at various locations within the kidney, with histologic measures of fibrosis derived from gold standard PSR and Masson's Trichrome stained sections at these same locations, demonstrated a very strong correlation across all samples (Figure 6H).

To evaluate the performance of PA imaging as a method to quantify overall renal cortical fibrotic burden across multiple human kidney samples, we next compared mean PA-derived collagen scores to gold standard histologic values derived from examination of our human radical nephrectomy specimens. For these analyses, we performed both 2D and 3D PA imaging, as shown in Figure 7A. Figure 7B shows representative collagen maps generated by PA imaging and corresponding images of PSR- and Masson's trichrome-stained tissue sections taken from the same regions within the kidney. As expected, both 2D and 3D PA imaging accurately quantified renal cortical fibrosis (Figure 7, C and D). As we had observed in mouse kidneys, 2D PA collagen imaging was as accurate as 3D PA imaging in assessing renal fibrotic burden, but it was completed in a shorter period of time (2D imaging, 1.5 minutes; 3D imaging, 5 minutes).

Discussion

Fibrosis is a significant cause of chronic organ injury and dysfunction. In the kidney, fibrosis is a final common pathway of injury triggered by nearly all forms of CKD, and it is a major cause of renal function loss (12, 35). Unfortunately, no safe and accurate measure of kidney fibrosis exists. As such, both scientists and clinicians currently must rely on kidney tissue sampling and subsequent measurement of collagen levels via histologic and/or molecular techniques. In rodents, kidneys can only be examined after animal sacrifice. In humans, this process requires an invasive biopsy that not only confers significant bleeding risk, but also samples less than 1% of the entire kidney. Here, we demonstrate a PA imaging technique that directly measures renal collagen content with remarkable accuracy and without the need for exogenous contrast agents. Unlike any other conventional technology, PA collagen imaging can quickly and noninvasively quantify whole kidney fibrotic burden in mice and fibrotic burden in most of the ex vivo human kidney cortex.
Furthermore, it demonstrates remarkable spatial resolution, being able to accurately capture intrarenal variations in collagen content. Finally, we show that human PA imaging can be performed in a setting that mimics kidney transplantation, a situation in which kidney fibrosis measurements could impact the clinical decision-making process.

Assessment of donor kidney quality is an important step in the transplant process. When first notified of a potential kidney donor, clinicians assess whether a kidney is usable for transplant and next decide which to recipient the kidney should be matched. Given the shortage of available donor kidneys, the ultimate goal of the transplant process is to match each kidney to the most appropriate patient, to maximize the benefit for all recipients. Thus, the least-damaged kidneys ideally should be transplanted into younger recipients who require the longest-lasting kidneys. In contrast, kidneys with some preexisting damage are better matched to older recipients, to avoid longer wait times for less-damaged kidneys that have expected life spans longer than those of the patients themselves (9, 36, 37).

Clinical tools have been developed to assess donor kidney damage such as fibrosis using surrogate parameters. The most widely used system divides donor kidneys into standard criteria donor (SCD) or expanded criteria donor (ECD) kidneys, based on donor age, renal function, and history of hypertension (38). While easy to use and broadly predictive of outcome, this binary system does not adequately assess donor kidney quality, as many ECD kidneys have better outcomes than some of their SCD counterparts (9). In contrast, kidney biopsy enables detailed histologic assessment, and in particular, biopsy-derived measures of fibrotic burden are powerful predictors of long-term kidney outcomes (10, 11). However, biopsy is limited by significant bleeding risk, the potential for sampling bias, the time required for proper staining, and the requirement for 24-hour renal pathology expertise (15). These limitations have rendered biopsy analysis impractical and potentially inaccurate as a means of assessing donor kidney fibrosis. In this context, our demonstration that PA imaging can accurately and noninvasively quantify renal cortical fibrotic burden in a setting that mimics kidney transplantation signals a potential breakthrough for assessment of donor kidney quality.

PA imaging has traditionally focused on generating high-resolution images of superficial capillaries by taking advantage of the strong absorption properties of RBC hemoglobin (39). Recently, attempts have been made to image deeper within the body, with a report demonstrating the ability to image hemoglobin oxygenation within the intestinal wall (40), as well as in breast malignancies (41). Similarly, Lin and colleagues describe a modified light delivery system that allows imaging up to 4 cm below the skin surface, enabling through-the-skin vascular imaging of the entire human breast (42). Even with these substantial technical advances, the ability to perform in vivo imaging of very deeply situated organs such as the kidney has remained a challenge. To circumvent this issue, we imaged kidneys ex vivo, recognizing that, during transplantation, kidneys are stored outside of the body often for a prolonged period. Mimicking this ex vivo storage state, we were able to image nearly all of the cortex — an important finding, since cortical fibrotic burden is an important determinant of renal outcomes (10, 11).

Historically PA imaging studies have focused on the quantification of hemoglobin in tissues, given its strong absorption properties and abundance (32). Recent studies have begun to explore whether collagen, the main component of scar tissue, can also be imaged using PA. To date, these studies have demonstrated that, in small animal preclinical models, PA may be able to image fibrosis in liver (43),...
Figure 6. PA imaging can detect intrarenal variations in collagen content in human kidneys. (A) Human kidney PA imaging setup. Imaging was performed in a 4°C saline bath. (B) Three-dimensional whole kidney PA imaging strategy. The bottom and top surfaces of the kidney were imaged in the orientation shown, with slices taken every 0.5 mm. (C and D) PA- and Picosirius red–derived (PSR-derived) collagen scores from selected positions within the top (C) and bottom (D) of the kidney. Labelled positions (P1–P4) represent the locations where histological sampling was performed. (E) Correlation of PA-derived collagen estimates with PSR-derived collagen scores for all measured sites (n = 8). The Pearson correlation coefficient was statistically significant (r = 0.97, P = 0.0001). Representative PA- and PSR-stained images are also shown for both sides of the kidney. Scale bar: 5 mm (PA) and 100 μm (histology). (F) Photographs of the human kidney nephrectomy specimens. The 3D imaging orientation strategy shown in kidney 2 applies to all imaged specimens. (G) Intrakidney collagen variation in nephrectomy specimens, as measured by both PA-derived (left axis, red) and PSR-derived collagen scores (right axis, blue). (H) PA-based collagen scores and histology-derived fibrosis measurements (PSR and Masson’s trichrome) were compared at 4 locations within each kidney, using Pearson correlation analysis (P = 9 × 10⁻⁶ for PSR, P = 1 × 10⁻⁶ for Masson’s trichrome). The Data represent mean ± SEM for n = 4 PA and histological locations for n = 5 kidney samples.
The intestine (44, 45), and skeletal muscle (46). Most of these studies used light with wavelengths greater than 1000 nm, taking advantage of the increased light-absorption properties of collagen in this spectral range to enable stronger collagen-derived PA signal generation (22). Unfortunately, water also efficiently absorbs light at these same wavelengths, limiting the penetration depth and the practical utility of this imaging technique, given the high water content within tissue and the common use of water-based gels as ultrasound transducer coupling agents. Second, these studies imaged fibrosis within large tissue regions, providing an overall measure of fibrotic burden but not demonstrating the ability to accurately quantify intratissue variations in collagen content. In contrast, we developed a PA imaging technique using sub–1000 nm light illumination that accurately estimates collagen concentration with negligible interference from water molecules. This ability to quantify collagen content was maintained over a wide range of hemoglobin levels, suggesting that our spectral unmixing algorithm faithfully distinguishes PA signals produced by collagen from those generated by blood (Figure 1). Finally, we demonstrate that our technique yields sufficiently high resolution to accurately capture intrarenal variations in collagen content, suggesting the potential to image not only differences in collagen amount, but also collagen distribution.

We performed PA imaging of mouse and human kidneys using both 2D and 3D imaging. With 2D PA, we imaged a single longitudinal slice through the kidney. The 2D imaging captured only 1 large section of the kidney but could be performed in less than 1.5 minutes. In contrast, 3D PA imaging captured multiple axial slices, beginning at one pole and progressing to the other pole, such that we were able to image all of...
the mouse kidney and nearly all of the human kidney cortex. This detailed, high–spatial resolution imaging was typically completed in under 5 minutes for mouse kidneys and 15 minutes for a full human kidney. As shown by conventional histology (Figure 4), 3D imaging demonstrated that collagen content is distributed heterogeneously throughout the kidney. Interestingly, however, a single longitudinal 2D slice through the kidney (Figure 3F) gave as an accurate estimate of collagen content as a 3D sweep through the entire kidney (Figure 4, C and D). Thus, in the setting of donor kidney fibrosis assessment during transplantation, when a quick, noninvasive estimate of fibrotic burden is required, a single 1.5-minute transverse 2D image through the kidney is adequate. For a more comprehensive assessment of collagen distribution, a 5-minute 3D sweep through a mouse kidney or a 15-minute 3D sweep through a human kidney can also be performed.

This study has some limitations, which form the basis of potential future extensions of this work. First, all of our imaging was performed on ex vivo kidney samples. Ideally, in vivo kidney imaging would be preferred, to enable serial, noninvasive, and nonterminal studies of kidney fibrotic burden. In humans, however, current light-delivery technologies can not reliably illuminate the very deeply situated kidneys, although recent reports suggest that technological advances may soon enable deep-body PA imaging (32, 42). In rodents, light delivery is not limiting, but algorithms must be used to correct for the respiratory motion of these small animals (47, 48). Development of these respiratory motion correction algorithms for PA collagen imaging could theoretically enable serial, through-the-skin fibrosis measurements of the kidney and potentially other organs in rodents. Such an advance would accelerate preclinical fibrosis research, as the ability to measure fibrosis changes within the same animal could enable true measurements of fibrosis progression and/or regression. Furthermore, the ability to perform serial measurements would also significantly reduce the number of animals required (and associated cost and time) for a given study. Second, we developed our PA algorithm to image type I collagen, which is the most abundant protein found in renal fibrotic matrix (49, 50). However, a variety of molecules, such as elastin, tenascin C, and other collagens, are also deposited in scar tissue within the kidney and other organs (19, 51–53). The development of PA algorithms to image these proteins could potentially confer even greater diagnostic accuracy for detection of fibrotic tissue.

In summary, we describe a potentially novel PA imaging technique that quickly and noninvasively estimates collagen content in mouse, pig, and human kidneys with striking accuracy. Unlike other conventional or experimental techniques used for fibrosis imaging, PA directly images collagen, a principal constituent of scar tissue, without the need for exogenous contrast agents. This technique visualizes collagen based on its unique light-absorption properties, effectively using collagen as an endogenous contrast agent. We also demonstrate, for the first time to our knowledge, the potential clinical utility of this technique, showing that PA fibrosis imaging can be used to assess human kidney fibrosis in an ex vivo setting that closely mimics cold storage of kidneys at the time of kidney transplantation. Given the importance of kidney fibrosis in determining long-term clinical outcomes, the ability of PA imaging to accurately assess donor kidney fibrotic burden has the potential to influence how kidneys are accepted and allocated.

Methods

Animal experiments

Male WT C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories. Mice were kept on a 12-hour light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water.

UUO murine kidney fibrosis model. Six- to 8-week-old male WT C57BL/6 mice underwent sham (n = 5) or left-sided UUO surgery (n = 10) as previously described (54). Briefly, a left-sided flank incision was made in anesthetized mice, and the left kidney and ureter were identified. For UUO animals, the left ureter was then obstructed with two 4-0 silk suture ties just distal to the renal pelvis. The uninjured right kidney served as a healthy control kidney that did not develop fibrosis. Separate sham-operated animals were also generated as additional controls. In these mice, a similar flank incision was made, but the ureter was not obstructed. UUO mice were divided into 2 groups that varied in their degree of induced fibrosis: (a) mice sacrificed at 7 days after surgery (n = 5) and (b) mice sacrificed at 14 days after surgery (n = 5). The sham mice were sacrificed at 14 days after sham surgery.

Pig kidney retrieval. Kidneys from 2 Yorkshire pathogen-free female pigs from Lifetime Solutions (pig 1, 46.4 kg; pig 2, 41.7 kg) were used for analysis. Pigs were euthanized via an overdose of euthanyl (0.2 mL/kg; Bimeda-MTC Animal Health Inc., catalog 11940222) and kidneys were retrieved immediately following sacrifice. At the time of sacrifice, 20 mL of whole kidney pig blood was collected in K$_2$ ETDA
vacutainers (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog 02-689-4) to prevent clotting and for use in the blood-gelatin phantoms. Whole pig kidneys were then subjected to imaging as detailed below. For both pigs, the left kidney was first imaged in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS, MilliporeSigma, catalog 524650) bath kept at 37°C (immediately after retrieval), followed by 8-hour storage at 4°C. The second imaging session was performed in a 4°C PBS bath to examine the impact of temperature on the quantification of collagen at clinically relevant imaging depths.

Collection of radical nephrectomy human kidney specimens
Ethics approval was secured from the Unity Health Toronto Research Ethics Board (REB 18-193) to collect available residual nephrectomy kidney tissue during radical nephrectomy procedures (complete kidney resections) performed at the St. Michael's Hospital site of Unity Health Toronto. A portion of the renal cortex and medulla was collected from the excised kidney ($n = 5$ kidneys). These specimens were submerged in 4°C PBS and were imaged within 4–6 hours after collection.

Collection of whole human kidneys
A nontransplantable human kidney was procured from the International Institute for the Advancement of Medicine (IIAM), under the same Unity Health Toronto Research Ethics Board–approved (REB 18-193) research protocol described above. The IIAM recovers organs not suitable for transplant when authorization for research usage has been obtained from the donor’s family. The kidney was collected and stored on ice during transport according to standard clinical kidney transplantation protocols to minimize ischemic injury, and it was imaged within 24 hours after collection.

Construction of collagen phantoms
To validate the accuracy of our PA spectral unmixing algorithm, collagen phantoms were constructed. The phantoms consisted of porcine skin gelatin, which is composed mostly of type I collagen (55) (MilliporeSigma, catalog 9000-70-8), admixed with whole pig blood. Varying amounts of gelatin and pig blood were mixed to form different phantoms. The weight-to-volume concentration of the gelatin powder was 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% in relation to the whole blood concentration of 90%, 85%, 80%, and 75%, respectively. Whole blood was collected from the great saphenous vein of the same pigs used for kidney retrieval. In order to construct each phantom, PBS was heated to 35°C before the gelatin powder was slowly added. The suspension was magnetically stirred to achieve homogeneity until it reached 75°C, and the gelatin was entirely dissolved. The solution was cooled to 37°C before adding the appropriate volume of whole pig blood. The blood-collagen suspension was added to 35-mm tissue culture dishes (Corning Inc., catalog 353001) and was kept at 4°C for 24 hours in order to achieve full solidification before imaging.

PA imaging
Imaging of collagen phantoms, as well as imaging of mouse, pig, and human kidneys, was performed using the VevoLAZR-X system (Fujifilm VisualSonics Inc.) (56–58). This commercially available system uses an Nd:YAG laser 512 nm source through an optical parametric oscillator operating at 10 Hz pulse repetition frequency. The hand-held linear array probe (15 MHz center frequency; 256 acoustic elements; resolutions, 100 μm axial, 200 μm lateral, and 1.2 mm elevational) is attached to a laser capable of emitting 6 ns short laser pulses (680–930 nm) from 2 rectangular strips located at a 30° angle on both sides of the acoustic aperture of the transducer. Coregistered ultrasound and PA images are recorded at a frame rate of 5 Hz. The system also provides full access to the radiofrequency (RF) signals for PA images collected at each wavelength of illumination, permitting the development of custom algorithms for the accurate quantification of collagen in whole kidneys. The probe is mounted to a 3D motor, which can perform scanning at micron step sizes, permitting high-resolution collagen quantification across maximal volumes of kidney tissue.

For all kidneys and collagen phantoms, a spectral sweep was first performed in the 680–930 nm optical window and repeated a total of 5 times. This initial sweep was followed by 2D imaging, during which 60 PA frames were recorded in the same location of the specimen and at a prespecified cross-section in human nephrectomy specimens (Figure 3A and Figure 7A), at each of the 3 key wavelengths identified as most optimal for unmixing collagen. We collected 60 frames to average the signal and improve the signal/noise ratio. Following this, 3D PA scanning was performed on each specimen, at each of these 3 wavelengths, to quantify the heterogeneity of collagen distribution within each kidney (Figure 4A and Figure 6, B and F). The step...
The size employed was 150 μm for mouse kidneys and human nephrectomy specimens; 130 sequential frames were collected for the radical nephrectomy samples (total length covered 20 mm), and 60 sequential frames were collected for the mouse kidneys (total length covered 9 mm). For the whole pig and human kidneys, 3D imaging was performed on both sides of the kidney, with a step size of 0.5 mm, covering 25 mm in length for pig kidneys and 45 mm in length for the human kidney during 50 and 90 acquired sequential frames, respectively. These scan step sizes were well below the elevational resolution of the imaging transducer (1.2 mm), permitting detailed probing of collagen distribution. With the exception of the pig kidneys, all imaging was performed in a 4°C saline bath to mimic the temperature at which kidneys are stored before transplantation.

Quantification of collagen concentration through PA spectral unmixing. PA-based quantification of the concentration of any optical absorber relies on differences in the optical absorption of the various chromophores present within a studied tissue (23). Supplemental Figure 1 shows the optical absorption spectra for the 3 dominant chromophores in the kidney: oxyhemoglobin (HbO), deoxyhemoglobin (Hb), and collagen. Based upon differences in these spectra, we developed a custom algorithm, patent pending, for estimating the collagen content within ex vivo kidneys in the presence of varying degrees of blood, and consequently, HbO and Hb levels. Full details of the unmixing algorithm are presented in Supplemental Methods.

Briefly, linear spectral unmixing was implemented by fitting the PA spectrum measurements across multiple wavelengths to the linear combination of the dominant chromophores present in the kidney (HbO, Hb, and collagen). Restrictions were implemented to improve chromophore quantification by limiting the algorithm’s output between 0% and 100% to avoid nonphysical solutions (e.g., oxygen saturation < 0%) and requiring that concentrations of all chromophores sum to 100%. Accurate quantification relied on identifying the optimal wavelengths for collagen detection by minimizing the variance inflation factor (VIF) from the extinction coefficients of each chromophore (59). The VIF is a metric that quantifies the stability of a solution by detecting the multicollinearity of an input matrix (in this case, the extinction coefficients). VIF minimization was implemented in our studies, and 680, 725, and 755 nm were identified as the optimal wavelengths for estimating collagen concentration in the presence of HbO and Hb. A unitless PA collagen score (corresponding to its concentration) was computed as the average of each image acquired during 2D and 3D imaging. For more details on PA spectral unmixing, see the Supplemental Methods.

Tissue collection, preparation, and histochemistry
Following PA imaging, each kidney (mouse, pig, and human) was immersed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for immediate fixation and/or stored in RNAlater (Invitrogen, catalog 7020). Formalin-fixed tissues were embedded in paraffin and sectioned before staining with PSR (MilliporeSigma, catalog 365548), Masson’s trichrome (MilliporeSigma, catalog HT15-1KT), or antibodies against α-SMA (1:100 dilution, Agilent Dako, catalog M0851) and type I collagen (collagen I, Southern Biotechnology, catalog 1310-01). Random, nonoverlapping 20× cortical images were taken by a blinded observer using an upright Olympus light microscope and then analyzed in blinded fashion using Aperio Imagescope software as previously described (54). The collagen content within each image was defined as the percentage of positive pixels. Histology-derived collagen scores for any given tissue section were then computed by averaging the individual scores from 4–6 nonoverlapping cortical images.

Semiquantitative reverse transcription PCR
Tissue stored in RNAlater was homogenized and RNA isolated with TRIzol (Invitrogen, catalog 15596108). RNA was then reverse transcribed into cDNA with Multiscribe Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog 4311235), and levels of Col1a1, Col3a1, Col4a1, Acta2, and/or Gapdh were quantified. Primer sequences are summarized in Supplemental Table 1. Experiments were performed in triplicate. Data analyses were performed using the Applied Biosystems Comparative Ct method. All values were referenced to the mRNA transcript levels of the housekeeper gene Gapdh.

Evaluating the accuracy of inter-kidney PA estimates of collagen concentration
The average PA collagen score was computed for both the 2D and 3D imaging orientations in the mouse and human kidneys. For 2D imaging, the mean collagen score for each kidney was calculated by averaging the collagen scores derived from the individual 60 temporal PA images acquired at each wavelength, at the same spatial location within the kidney. For 3D imaging, a mean PA–derived collagen score for each mouse kidney or human radical nephrectomy specimen was calculated by averaging the collagen score for each
image captured as the probe was moved sequentially across the kidney. For comparisons of the PA imaging scores for mouse kidneys and nephrectomy samples with histology (PSR, type I collagen, and α-SMA), Pearson linear correlation analysis was used (60). The histologically derived fibrosis scores from the 3–4 locations within the kidney were averaged to produce a mean histology fibrosis score for each group of animals (sham, day 7, or day 14) or nephrectomy samples (kidneys 1–5). This was correlated with the 2D (Figures 3F and Figure 7C) and 3D (Figures 4D and Figure 7D) PA fibrosis scores. For mouse kidneys, the mean PA–derived kidney score was also correlated against fibrosis-associated transcript levels (Col1a1, Col3a1, Col4a1, Acta2).

Evaluating the accuracy of intrakidney PA estimates of collagen concentration

For mouse kidneys and human radical nephrectomy specimens, intrakidney collagen variation was assessed by comparing the 3D PA–derived collagen scores collected at specific locations within the kidney against the average PSR- and Masson's trichrome–derived fibrosis scores derived from tissue sections collected at those same locations. These histological sections were acquired at 3–4 locations within the sample, taken approximately 3 mm apart for the mouse kidneys (Figure 4A) and 5 mm apart for the human kidney tissue (Figure 7A). Correlations with imaging were performed by averaging the 3D PA score calculated from 10 imaging frames spanning 1.5 mm in the location where the histological sample was retrieved. For the whole human kidney, the PSR-derived collagen scores from the top and bottom of the kidney at 4 locations per side were compared with the corresponding PA collagen scores acquired from 3D scanning at the same locations using Pearson linear correlation coefficient analysis (Figure 6, C and D). As described above, PA collagen scores for a given location were calculated from 10 imaging frames spanning 5 mm in each location. For the radical nephrectomy kidney specimens, the ability of PA imaging to capture intrakidney collagen variation was assessed by comparing the average PSR and Masson's trichrome histology scores acquired at 3–4 locations within the sample, with 3D PA–derived collagen scores calculated from 10 imaging frames spanning 1.5 mm in each location. The corresponding P value was computed for each correlation, and the correlation coefficient was considered statistically significant for P < 0.05 (Matlab 2018b, MathWorks Inc.).

Statistics

As described above, Pearson linear correlation coefficient analysis was used to assess the degree of correlation between our PA estimates of renal collagen content and gold standard measures of fibrosis. Two-way ANOVA with time as an independent variable was used to assess for time-dependent changes in PA and histologic measures of fibrosis. A paired, 2-tailed t test with a 95% CI was used to test statistical significance. A variable with a P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant, and post hoc comparisons using Tukey’s least significant differences identified 95% CI to determine pairs that were significantly different (61). Statistical analysis was performed using Matlab 2018b (MathWorks Inc.).

Study approval

All animal studies were approved by the St. Michael’s Hospital Animal Ethics Committee and conformed to the Canadian Council on Animal Care guidelines. As mentioned above, ethics approval was secured from the Unity Health Toronto Research Ethics Board (REB 18-193) to collect available residual nephrectomy kidney tissue during radical nephrectomy procedures (complete kidney resections) performed at the St. Michael's Hospital site of Unity Health Toronto. Similarly, ethics approval to procure a nontransplantable human kidney from the IIAM was also secured under the same Unity Health Toronto Research Ethics Board–approved (REB 18-193) research protocol.
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